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1 Introduction
The learning mechanism of the intelligent system is the most important part in the
adaptive learning analysis [1]. Familiarity with his functioning is of great importance
for successful instantiation of adapted learning environment [1], so that in the same,
its efficiency can be better, in the best case maximal. Because of the insufficiency of
full vision for the functioning of the learning mechanism in real case, we will propose
its representation relying on a theory that will be consonant with the one developed in
the analysis of the adaptive learning.
The definition of the learning mechanism, which we will use as a start point towards full description of its representation, relies on mathematical bases from different areas, i.e. it is initialized as a set of functions defined over a set of concepts [2]. In
order for us to distinguish this definition from the eventual new ones, it will be referred to as a function definition of the learning mechanism. At the same time we will
not go into detail during the researching of the properties of the defined learning
mechanism from mathematical point of view, unless if it is not in the close connection
with the goal – how the adaptive learning environment is going to discover the learning mechanism of an intelligent system [7] which happened to be present, and how on
the basis of that discovery to instantiate adapted learning environment for the same
intelligent system.
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Figure 1. Function definition of the learning mechanism

With Xini are represented the concepts which provide knowledge for the concept yi,
according to the adaptive learning analysis. fi are the functions defined as Cni o C,
where C is the set of concepts. They form the set LM for which we will take to qualify
the learning mechanism of the intelligent system. Consider the previously mentioned
goal – recognizing the learning mechanism, then theoretically the same is reduced to
discovering the fi  LM, where i  {1, …, m}.

2 Analysis of the function definition

y

In general, at known concepts, i.e. known Xini and i, it is very difficult to find fi
according to [3]. Seeing that, we decided to restrict the shape of fi, but so that it conforms to the function definition, and not to reflect negatively on the procedure for LM
finding. The shape

fi (xi1, xi2 , }, xin i ) (-1)mi1 xi1  (-1)mi2 xi2  }

} (-1)

mini

(1)

xini

is a good choice because it conforms the definition of concepts and learning elements
itself, but at changed interpretations of the operators “+“ and “-“. For “+“ we will take
to mean “brings knowledge to“, and for “-“ we will take “receives knowledge from“.
For example, the expression

x i1  x i2 - x i3  x i4 - x i5

yi

(2)

means that Xi1, Xi2, Xi4 bring knowledge to the concept yi, and the concepts Xi3, Xi5
receive knowledge from

yi. Immediately we remark two consequences:
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ɚ if Xi1, Xi2, …, Xini are concepts that are not learning elements, then
learning element [8, 9] and the following is true:

f i (x i1 , x i2 , }, x in i ) - x i1 - x i2 - } - x in i

yi is
(3)

y

b) if i is a concept that is not learning element, then Xi1, Xi2, …, Xini are learning elements and the following is true:

f i (x i1 , x i2 , }, x in i ) x i1  x i2  }  x in i

(4)

Especially, the first consequence is important because of the possibility to use those

yi as an initial choice during the procedure for LM finding.
But a problem appears during the attempt of concept replacement. If for the same
example is added that is true that the concepts X’j1, X’j2 bring knowledge to Xi1, then
for the function fj the following will be true

x j1  x j2 - y i

x i1

(5)

which at its replacement in (2) for fi would bring to an interpretation that the concept

yi receives knowledge from itself, i.e.

x j1  x j2 - y i  x i2 - x i3  x i4 - x i5

yi

(6)

For other expressions it can happen the concept to bring knowledge to itself, for example

y k  x k1 - x k2  x k3 - x k4

yi  yi

yk

(7)

One way to avoid this, is by defined projection as

yi

(8)

yi

(9)

and

yi - yi

Even better way is to restrict the shape of fi only to the operator “+“, i.e. (4) , so that
the doubling and disappearing of a concept could be avoided. The second way will
significantly relieve tha process of fi finding i.e. it would be reduced only to simple
transformation of the arguments of operator “+“, rather than to search for a solution of
the system of linear equations, which with increasing of the number of arguments of fi
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becomes more and more complex for solving, although with the methods of linear
programming a significant speedup can be gained. Exactly because of these conclusions, the analysis will be continued with the second restriction for fi, although in
some parts we will recall to the primary shape.

Figure 2. Function definition represented with directed graph [4]

For the adaptive learning environment itself, we will assume that it contains some
initial state of the operator “+“ for the contained concepts, or simple it is known exactly which concepts “bring knowledge to“ exactly which concept. For example, the
function

f 1 (x 11 , x 12 , x 13 ) x 11  x 12  x 13

which qualifies the concept
is true that

(10)

y1 is its unique. In case there exist X’11, X’12, X’13 and it

x'11 z x11  x'12 z x12  x'13 z x13

x'11  x'12  x'13

(11)

and

y'1
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y1 z y'1

then

(13)

That would be impossible in N with the standard definition of “+“, for example 2 + 4
+ 5 z 1 + 3 + 7. But in C with alternatively defined operator “+“ it will be true the
generalization: in case for the concepts of two functions fi, f’i  ALE with same number of arguments, it is true that

x' i1 z x i1  x' i2 z x i2  … x' in i z x in i

f' i (x i1 , x i2 , …, x in i ) z f i (x i1 , x i2 , …, x in i )

(14)

then

(15)

The same generalization will be true for the functions with different number of arguments, but at the same time there is no need the condition for inequality of the learning
elements to be satisfied.
We concluded that the adaptive learning environment represents a scheme for the
true connection of the concepts. The intelligent system in the moment when it is inside
it, is not familiar with that connectivity, because its learning mechanism [1] operates
on different set of concepts (in real case a subset of the set of concepts of the adaptive
environment), and also the links between them are different. That means that it can

y

happen, the concept 1 to be represented in LM with the function f’1 rather than f1, as
it is represented in ALE. For that difference it does not always have to be interpreted

y

as a wrong representation of the intelligent system for the concept 1, but on the contrary, that would be the way of which it’s learning mechanism works. In addition we
will define correct and incorrect function of LM that will help us to ascertain for
which concepts of ALE, the intelligent system has wrong knowledge.
Let fi(Xi1, Xi2, …, Xini) is part of the ALE’s scheme which qualifies the concept

yi.

For f’i  LM which qualifies the same concept i we will state that is correct function
if one of the following conditions is satisfied:
a) f’i(Xi1, Xi2, …, Xini) z fi(Xi1, Xi2, …, Xini);
b) for f’i(X’i1, X’i2, …, X’in’i), it is true that

y

{x' i1 , x'i2 , …, x' in'i }  {x i1 , x i2 , …, x in i }
c) f’i does not exist for
for the concept
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(16)

yi, i.e. to not exist any other learning element from LM

yi;
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Presentiment the previous conditions, for the concept i from ALE, qualified with
(10), correct functions in LM can be X11 + X12 + X13, X11 + X12, X13, etc.
Although LM is finite, the number of fi  LM in real case is very large. It makes no
difference what method for their finding will be used the process will be very long, in
case it is insisted to be found every fi. In addition we will propose a way for approximately establishing of most of the fi of LM, but so that the finding error does not influence negatively during the LM discovery.

3 Modularity
In the adaptive learning analysis we showed atomicity of the concepts. In this part first
we will introduce a detailed description of concept in the function definition, analogously to the definition for detailed description of concept at adaptive learning analy-

f'i (x'i1 , x'i2 , } , x'in' i )

sis. Let there be two concepts:

y'i

yi qualified with (4) and
(17)

if there exist Xik  {Xi1, Xi2, …, Xini}, so that

f k (x k1 , x k2 , } , x kn k ) x ik

(18)

represents correct function in the set {X’i1, X’i2, …, X’in’i} which satisfies the condition b), and at the same time

{x i1 , x i2 , …, x ini } \ {..., x ik , ...}  {x'i1 , x'i2 , …

(19)

…, x'in'i }
y’i has more detailed description than yi. Immediately it can be
noticed the consequence – the number of learning elements for y’i is higher than the
number of learning elements for the concept yi. Important notice is that it must be
then the concept

made a difference between the notions detailed description and size of the description,
because the second one refers to the number of learning elements which “bring knowledge to” the considered concept.
On the basis of detailed concepts, furthermore we will introduce the notions of subconcept and overconcept, as well as the procedures for their forming. Let there be a
function
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f i (x i1 , x i2 , } , x in i , x' i1 , x' i2 , } , x' im i )

(20)

but defined with the operator “-“ as well (so that the concepts X are learning elements,

y

and the concepts X’ “receive knowledge from“ i), which qualifies the concept
Let us assume that the subset of the learning elements

{x ip , …, x iq }  {x i1 , x i2 , …, x in i }

yi.

(21)

where

1 d p d q d ni

(22)

consists of elements for which there exist learning elements (hence for the concepts
from the set {Xi1, …, Xini}\{Xip, …, Xiq} there are no learning elements, but there
exist other concepts Z’11, …, Z’1m1, ..., Z’ni1, …, Z’nimni, which “receive knowledge
from“ them). Again we will assume that for the concepts Xip, …, Xiq, there exist functions gip, …, giq, of the form

g ip (z p1 , }, z pn p , z' p1 , }, z' pm p ), }

}, g iq (z q1 , }, z qn q , z'q1 , }, z'qm q )

(23)

with “-“ operator (so that the concepts Z are learning elements, and the concepts Z’
“receive knowledge from“ X  {Xip, …, Xiq}). Then, for the concept

y'i

f i (z p1 , }, z pnp , }, z q1 , }, z qnq , }, z'11 , }

}, z'1m1 , z'p1 , }, z'pmp , ..., x'i1 , }, x'imi , }
}, z'ni 1 , }, z'nimni )

(24)

yi, and the procedure for its forming we
will call demodulation. On the contrary, we well say that the concept yi is subconcept
of y’i, and the procedure for its obtaining we will call modulation.
we will say that is overconcept of the concept
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Figure 3. Representation of concept / subconcept with oriented graph [4]

A special case of this modulation is when it is true that

{z p1 , …, z qn q , z'11 , …

…, z'n i m ni }  {x i1 , …, x in i } z I

(25)

i.e. if there exist concepts from the set {Xi1, …, Xini} which “bring knowledge to”
concepts from the same set. In order to minimize the influence of the special case on
the modulation/demodulation, at the process of forming subconcept/overconcept itself,
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the operation “brings knowledge to“ for the concepts {Xi1, …, Xini} will not be considered. Good example for special case is the function for the concept

y1,

f1 (x11 , x12 , x13 , x14 , x15 , x'11 , x'12 , x'13 )

x11  x12  x13  x14  x15 - x'11 - x'12 - x'13

(26)

where the learning elements X11, X12, X13, X14, X15 are qualified appropriately from
the functions:

g 11 (x 12 , z 11 , z 12 , z'11 , z'12 , y1 )
x 12  z 11  z 12 - z'11 - z'12 - y1

(27)

g12 (z 21 , z 22 , z 23 , z'21 , x11 , x13 , y1 )

z 21  z 22  z 23 - z'21 - x11 - x13 - y1

(28)

g13 (x 12 , z 31 , y1 ) x 12  z 31 - y1

(29)

g14 (x 15 , y1 ) x 15 - y1

(30)

g15 (z 51 , z52 , z'51 , x14 , y1 )
z 51  z 52 - z'51 - x14 - y1

With abandonment of the operation “+“ for the learning elements of
tions obtain the following form:

(31)

y1, their func-

g11 (z11 , z12 , z'11 , z'12 , y1 )

(32)

g 12 (z 21 , z 22 , z 23 , z' 21 , y1 )

(33)

g 13 (z 31 , y1 )

(34)
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g14 (y1 )

(35)

g 15 (z 51 , z 52 , z'51 , y1 )

(36)

Afterwards the demodulation continues on the standard way, i.e. learning elements of

y1, become learning elements for the new concept y’1, and the concepts which “receive knowledge from“ the concept y1 and it’s
the learning elements of the concept

learning elements, with the demodulation will “receive knowledge from“ the new
concept

y’1.
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Figure 4. Example for demodulation at special case [4]

With this display of the modulation, we try, and in big part succeed, to gain a theoretical support for the implementation of the course, which is frequent occurrence in
the realized, so called, adaptive learning systems, so far.
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4 Instantiation of the adaptive learning environment
Instantiation, unlike the description given in the adaptive learning analysis, in this part
we will concretize as copying of LM of the intelligent system, on the basis on the
ALE’s scheme. As we showed in the adaptive learning analysis, the main problem of
ALE is the unknown (for it) LM of the intelligent system, which happened to be under
its influence. In this part we will propose a procedure (algorithm) for finding the functions fi from LM, and with its help we can define two types of representations:
a) random choice fi from the set of found functions;
b) generation of approximate function f from the found functions;
which would be base for obtaining complete adapted learning environment.
The procedure for finding, in general, will begin as iterative check whether a given
concept from ALE is known for LM (we will state that the concept y  ALE is known
for LM, if it is a correct function). At the same time, with the increasing of the number
of iterations, the correctness of the valuation for LM is increasing. The algorithm in
general would be as given:
algorithm instantiation (output IALE, nc)
cv m 0;

initialize adapted learning environment (IALE, nh0);
nc m nh0;
nh m nh0;
read cv;
fi(Xi1, Xi2, …, Xini) m random(ALE\IALE);

while cv = 1 repeat

IALE m IALE  {fi};

if yi = fi is known for LM then
nh m nh + 1;

nc m nc + 1;
end if

read cv;
end while;
output IALE, nc;
end
The algorithm begins with initialization for adapted learning environment (as output argument, the number of functions in IALE – nh0). In real implementation, often it
will represent empty set of functions, iɟIALE = I (analogously, nh0 = 0). But we
Proceedings of the 5th International Conference on Informatics and Information Technology
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had to anticipate the cases (IS to have some basis for the knowledge which is provided
by ALE) when it will be needed to make the start with nonempty IALE. That kind of
initialization would take place with previously adapted ALE which was instantiated
for IS with assumption for similar LM.
cv (choice value) represents a bit, which allows/prohibits the cycle of choosing the
fi  ALE to continue. nc is number of the cycles, which will be needed for further on
determination of the efficiency of this procedure of instantiating of adapted ALE. The
same relates to nh (number of hits), which represents the number of found functions
known for LM, or differently – number of elements of IALE.
However, at practical implementation, this view of the algorithm will be amenable
to some changes, not only in the modular display of the executions of the operations
“initialize“, “is known“, “random“, but in the way of declaring ALE, IALE and fi
itself, as well.
When it comes to the efficiency of the algorithm for instantiation of adapted learning environment, it can be observed form theoretical and practical point of view.
Theoretically for the number of concepts in ALE (and hence ALE\IALE) we will have
n o f (implicates n – nh o f ). The algorithm’s efficiency itself will represent
ration of the number of cycles and the number of learning elements of ALE:
Ea =

nc
n

(37)

The relative efficiency of hit known function we will express with:
eh =

nh
nc

(38)

Again, the efficiency of the instantiation will be expressed by:

1
1
1
=

 ... 
nc  nh0 nc  nh0  1
nc  nh  1
1
1
1

 ... 
nh0
nh0 1
nh 1
nc * (1 
 )
nc * (1 
 )
) nc * (1 
nc
nc nc
nc nc

Eh =

(39)

The one efficiency which will be taken as the most important is the efficiency of
IALE:
Ei =

nh
m'

(40)

where m’ is the number of functions of LM.
All of the defined efficiencies qualify the success of the instantiation, and by that of
the adaptive learning as well. It is clear that if nc << n, nh << nc, nh << m’, iɟ. ɩɨɤɪɚʁ
n, nc o f and m’ o f , the produced IALE will be decorated with small efficiency
(Ea, eh, Eh, Ei, will value approximately to 0). If nc o n, nh o nc, nh o m’, then for
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the produced IALE we will state that is well chosen using the algorithm for instantiation, because Ea, eh, Eh, Ei, will have value approximately to 1.
According to the previous quotations, main conditions for more successful instantiation are existence of large number of cycles and existence of large number of
known concepts for LM. Among them, also can be counted the external factors, on
which the procedure for instantiation can not influence: less number of concepts in
ALE (although theoretically that will not make much difference because n o f ) and
less number of concepts in LM.
From the practical point of view, the ALEs will always be finite (n << f ), but the
previously mentioned conditions for efficiency of the instantiation will not change
drastically because in most cases the value of n will be very different from the values
of the other variables (37) - (40).

5 Performance of the representation
When the execution of the algorithm for instantiation ends, and as output IALE is
produced, that does not mean that IALE is well suited learning environment for LM of
IS. This produced IALE will always have nh d m, which means that IALE will not in
any case satisfy the needs of LM of IS for adaptive learning [6]. In order to accomplish that, it has to be nh > m’.
How to increase nh till m, or how to increase nh at least for m’ – nh, when m’ can
not be known? In order to distinguish nh produced from the algorithm for instantiation
from nh > m’, the first one will be called kernel for IALE, and the second one –final.
At conditions when we know with which concepts to increase the kernel of IALE, we
will use the fact that the produced kernel is subset of LM. It means that with some
probability the kernel with its concepts and their connections reflect the structure of
LM with its functions. Thus, it leaves us only to build the representation for the final
IALE iɟthe rest of the concepts with their generation from the kernel of IALE itself.
final IALE
LM
kernel IALE

Figure 5. Theoretical display of the three sets, which are bases for building the representation
of the learning mechanism for the adapted learning environment

According to 5 ɚ  terms of unknown m (even more, unknown structure of LM),
one possible way of representing a concept unknown to LM of IS is to generate it
from the kernel (which includes part of the concepts known to LM) with random
Proceedings of the 5th International Conference on Informatics and Information Technology
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choice for concept, iɟ function. This proposed way is justified, because with each
newly chosen function, IS learns on the way which is with some probability, well
suited for its LM (with some probability function with same structure – concepts that
“bring knowledge to“ and “receive knowledge from“ it). The performance of this
representation will be in direct connection with that probability.
First, we will explain the notion – same structure of two functions which belong to
some of the three sets (and by that, of ALE), so that the justification of the random
choice can be better understood. For two functions we will state that they have the
same structure if they:
a) have same number of concepts that “bring knowledge to“ and same number
of concepts that “receive knowledge from“, when it comes to the function definition with two operators;
b) have the same number of concepts that “bring knowledge to“,when it
comes to the function definition with one operator;

Figure 6. Display of two functions with same structure with four “+“ concepts and eventually
(depending on the function definition) three “-“ concepts [4]

Let there be chosen the concept yi from the kernel, with the random choice. Then in
the kernel itself there exist bi functions with same structure as yj, and in LM there exist
b’j appropriately. Hence the probability to be generated a concept with same structure
as yi will be:
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pi =

bi
nh

(41)

Analogously, the probability that for a given concept yj, there is a hit in LM by means
of function with the same structure, will be:
p’j =

b' j

(42)

m'

If yi, for which it is true (41), is generated from the kernel, then the probability that a
function with the same structure from LM has been hit is:
p’i =

b' i
m'

(43)

Finally, from (41) and (43) we will imply that the probability for generating the concept yi from the kernel with the same structure in LM is:
Pi = pi*p’i =

bi * b' i
nh * m'

(44)

(44) theoretically gives the efficiency of the representationɚ . Maximum efficiency
is reached when bi = nh and b’i = m’, while minimal when bi o 0 and b’i o 0. The
conclusion would be the following: the higher the number of functions with the same
structure for the generated conceptɤ in kernel and LM, the greater is the efficiency of
the representation, on the other hand, the lower the number of those functions, the
lesser is the efficiency of the representationɚ 
Also the efficiency depends from the size of LM as well as from the number of
concepts with different structure in it. It is lesser when LM contains lower number of
concepts or when there is small number of concepts with different structure (small
number of sets of concepts with same structure). That would be interpreted as: when it
is talked about IS which has complex LM iɟmore different ways of gaining knowledge for the concepts, in that case it is harder to simulate an adapted learning environment for it, and on the contrast – the simpler its LM is iɟthe lesser different ways
of gaining knowledge for the concepts, the easier it is to simulate IALE according to
its LM.
Example for efficiency 1 (or 100%) is the case when all concepts of LM have same
structure which means that b’i = m’, and that implies that with the algorithm for instantiation it will be produced kernel for which it is true that bi = nh, which means that if
we make a replacement in (44) the outcome will be Pi = 1. Also the special case when
LM consists of only one concept, will lead to Pi = 1 because of the fact that bi = nh =
b’i = m’ = 1. However, these two examples is almost impossible to be found in reality,
except in the case of artificial IS. In reality, the number of ISs with learning mechanisms consist of large number of concepts with different structure i.e. different way of
gaining knowledge for different concepts, it very high.
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According to 5 b) the difference in the number of concepts between the kernel and
LM is constantly filled in with generating the universal form of function via approximation of the number of concepts which “bring knowledge to“ and/or “receive knowledge from“. Unlike 5 a) where the generated functions could be different, here everything is reduced to one function that would reflect the structure of the kernel, respectively of LM. Let yi = fi(Xi1, Xi2, …, Xini)  kernel(IALE). The approximation of the
number of concepts n’ of the function y = f(X1, X2, …, Xn’) which will reflect the
characteristics of the kernel will be expressed via:

¦n
nh

n’ = cvn(

i 1

nh

i

)

(45)

where cvn (Closest Valid Number of concepts) is function which:
a) in case its argument is natural number which matches the number of “+“
concepts for at least one yi  kenel(IALE), returns as output the argument itself;
b) in case the argument is not a natural number or does not match the number
ofɧɚ “+“ concepts for at least one yi  kenel(IALE), returns the closest natural
number which matches the number of concepts of at least one yi  kenel(IALE);
With help of (45) we can change the kernel itself, so that it will be enough for it to
consist of only n’ + 1 functions with number of “+“ concepts which is also n’. Why the
kernel must be chosen like this, with at least n’ elements and not with just one when all
of them are equal? The reason is simple – because of the function definition itself. If
the kernel is formed with only one function with n’ concepts, then that in fact means
that the number of functions will be n’ + 1, but then the rest of the n’ functions which
have role of concepts for the n’ + 1 function, will remain with number of “+“ concepts
equal to 0. That does not correspond to the construction because in that case the kernel
would not be represented only by functions that have same structure of the chosen
function, but n’ from them will be different from it. If that condition would be allowed,
the choice of the function from the modified kernel would be with the following probability:
p=

bn '
1
=
n'1 n'1

(46)

which is too small value from the one we are looking for and that is 1.
The efficiency of this representation will be qualified by estimating the probability
of the chosen function, in this case the representative of the kernel, to have bn’ functions with same structure, and mentioning that because of the fact that the modified
kernel(IALE) consists of equal elements, all pi will be equal iɟSi = p:
P = p*p’ =
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bn ' b' n ' n'1 b' n ' b' n '
*
=
*
=
n'1 m' n'1 m' m'
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(47)

Normally, the biggest efficiency is achieved in case when all concepts from LM would
have same structure as the representative of the kernel, respectively in the case when
b’n’ = m’.
However (47) considered only by itself does not give a clear picture for the efficiency of the representation, primary because it does not give any information about
the way n’ is formed, and with it the producing of b’n’. Very easy a situation can occur
in which n’ is chosen so that it does not reflect the number of concepts for most of the
functions with same structure from LM, because of some functions which are less
frequent, but drastically make difference in the number of “+“ concepts with the functions with same structure which are more frequent. Explanation is given with the example on figure 7.

Figure 7. Example of modification of kernel(IALE) according to 5 b)

The executed modification according to (45) is with n’ = 2 during which is produced a
homogenous (ni = nj, for i,j  nh) kernel(IALE) whose representative is n’ itself. However, if the original kernel(IALE) has kept the same ration of frequency of the functions as in LM, then the efficiency according to (47) will be

1
, which is very small
8
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value compared to the one that would be gained if the modification would be done
with n’ = 1.
Since we explained the performances of both representations, we will make their
comparison from which the conclusion will result – with which representation is better
to continue the further research. The kernel from the representation 5ɚ in general is
not homogenous. Because in general the LM itself consists of functions different by
structure, it implies that the homogenous kernel of the representation will not always
be adequate for producing of IALE in which LM would achieve best performances.
As a support of this, stands the fact that the LM itself in general is not homogenous, so
for this case IALE from the representation 5ɚ will be more appropriate. On the other
hand in general, LM contains functions which do not vary in great measure from one
another, so even though by condition the modification of kernel(IALE) to be executed
according to 5 b) with n’ which initiates small efficiency, the rest of m’ - b’n’ functions
would be different in small number of concepts and by that the error will be minimal
and in some cases acceptable. But because of the unknown LM in practice, in further
research the accent will be put on the representation 5ɚ 

6 Proposed implementation – “Awareness” demo
Based on the previous conclusions, we made an approach towards design of the implementation in the demo Awareness, which will represent a first phase towards the
development of adaptive learning system [10]. The key will be in the representation of
the notions around which the adaptive learning is developing, as: ALE, IALE, function, concept, ... As one of the possible representations would be the representation
with relational database, similar to the method of GraphGrep [5], but first, an analogy
must be found of the notions from the adaptive learning with those from the relational
database– Figure 8.

Figure 8. Analogy of the notions from adaptive learning and relational database

The database itself will be taken appropriate to ALE/IALE, the tables in the database
to the functions/concepts in ALE/IALE, and the columns in the table to the concepts
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which “bring knowledge to” the functions/concepts. Having that analogy in mind, we
can cross to the construction of the E-R diagram of ALE/IALE – Figure 9.

Figure 9. E-R diagram of ALE/IALE

This E-R diagram is not finite and is flexible for modifying (most often adding auxiliary tables and columns) during the development of the system. For example, if incase
of database for ALE, then it would be possible to involve another table in which some
indicators of the characteristics (performances, number of concepts, …) will be kept
of the databases of IALEs, or if we need an order by which the “+“ concepts would
define the function/concept, it would be possible to involve new column in the appropriate table. In addition we will introduce two definitions which will help us to make
difference between the databases of ALE and IALE:
a) subtable – table whose set of columns represent a subset of the set of columns of another table;
b) subdatabase – database whose set of tables represents a subset of the set of
tables of another database, or database in which all tables represent subtables for
some of the tables from another database;
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Databases of ALE and IALE are the same by structure, but there exists one important
restriction for IALE database, and that is – it has to be subbase of the database of
ALE.
When it comes to Figure 9. it is noticeable the appearance of the ID attribute,
which by standard, as in many other examples of databases, has a role of primary key.
In the role of foreign keys will be the Xi1, Xi2, …, Xini attributes, which will be related
with the tables of the appropriate concepts. Their values will be th IDs of the tables
with which they are in relation. The attribute contents would explain the concept depending on its “+“ concepts.
Modulation and demodulation is completely allowed.
Optimization is possible to be performed in case of functions with same structure,
so that it is enough for only one table form the database to cover all of them, instead
of creating separate tables.
The forming of the structure itself, as well as the filling of the database of ALE
marks the initial state of the Awareness demo. For example, let us consider data for
some course. Because of better efficiency, the forming of the structure and filling must
be executed in a way in which more tables to represent learning elements iɟaxioms
or further unexplained (undefined) concepts. When the filling of the database of ALE
is finished, in the system there are not any other database until some user (IS) does not
trigger instantiation during which a new database would be created, which would
represent database of IALE and subdatabase of the database of ALE.
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